
 
News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke 

 

In 2016, Caitlin Press launched Dagger Editions, dedicated solely to publishing literary 
fiction, non-fiction, and poetry by and about queer women (those who identify as queer 
women, including trans women, or include this in their personal history). Check out 
Second Storey Press events: The Festival of Literary Diversity,  This month too, new 
members and member news, Calgary Spoken Word Festival, roommagazine.com/poetry; 
reviews of Average Height of Flight and Falling Season both by Beth Kope, Closer to 

Where We Began, by Lisa Richter, and Otolith, by Emily Nilson. First, an update on the 
Caucus programming for 2017. 
 
As you may be aware, the League of Canadian Poets National Poetry Festival will be in 
Toronto, Friday-Sunday, June 9-11, 2017. The League annual general meeting will be on 
June 10 before noon. "Re-Visiting Feminism" our Feminist Caucus Panel will be Friday, 
June 9, 2017 - before noon. The Caucus Business Meeting/Open Reading has not been 
scheduled yet, but should be on Friday, so we can have our motions read into the League 
minutes.  Thanks to Vanessa Shields and Cathy Charlie Petch, with help from Nicole at 
the League office, our Panel Moderator has been confirmed.  

http://ifoa.org/participants/susan-g-cole 

Susan G. Cole is an author, playwright and activist. 
She is the author of two books on violence against 
women, the author of A Fertile Imagination, a 
groundbreaking play about two lesbians trying to have 
a baby, and has been a contributor to the Authors 
Festival for over 15 years. She is currently Senior 
Entertainment and Books Editor at NOW Magazine. 
Follow her on Susan G Cole (@susangcole) | Twitter.  

 

 
 
Pornography and the Sex Crisis 
 
 
 



 
 
Power Surge: Sex, Violence and Pornography 
http://torontofilmcritics.com/members/susan-g-cole/ 

 

Susan G. Cole 

 
 

Susan G. Cole will be involved in Poetry NOW: 9th annual 
Battle of the Bards March 29 2017 - 7:30 PM. Our popular poetry competition returns in 
2017 to feature readings by 20 of Canada’s emerging and established poets. Poetry NOW: 

IFOA Weekly  

Brigantine Room 235 Queens Quay West, Toronto M5J 2G8 Cost: $10, Free for 
Supporters & Students 

IFOA Director Geoffrey E. Taylor, Juno award winning recording artist and dub poet 
Lillian Allen and 2016 Poetry NOW winner Chris Chambers will select the night’s 
winner. NOW Magazine’s Susan G. Cole will host. Winner will receive an automatic 
invitation to read at the 38th edition of the International Festival of Authors AND an ad 
for their book and IFOA event in NOW Magazine! Poetry NOW is presented in 
partnership with NOW Magazine. 



 

FOLD: The Writers' Hub 

• Sunday, May 7, 2017  
• 12:00pm 2:00pm  

• City Hall (Main Atrium) 2 Wellington Street West Brampton, ON, L6Y 1M8 
Canada  

 
 
https://secondstorypress.ca/events/2017/5/7/fold-the-writers-hub 
 

 

NEW MEMBERS / MEMBER NEWS: 

LAURA FURSTER is a poet, fiction writer, and fine artist residing in Hamilton, 
Ontario. She holds a BA in English from the University of Toronto. Laura is a multi-
tasker, with several visual and literary projects ongoing at all times. Her poems “Faults,” 
and “Insomnia,” can be found in Issue 36 of CAROUSEL Magazine. 

NORMA J KERBY is a Terrace-based writer and environmental consultant. Her 
passions include amphibians, natural ecosystems, sustainable living and adaptations of 
wildlife and people to northern British Columbia. She occasionally writes poetry about 
the North’s uncertain future. 

BRENDA LEIFSO has an MFA in Creative Writing from the University of British 
Columbia, and was the executive editor of PRISM international. Her poetry has appeared 
in many journals, and has received the Bliss Carman Banff Centre Award for Poetry, as 
well as awards in the Vancouver International Writers’ Festival Writing Contest. She 
currently lives in Ottawa. 



JANICE COLBERT has a new chapbook that was recently published by Frog Hollow 
Press in Victoria. Rose and Brine is a robust poetry collection of forty-eight pages. In 
addition, Janice is delighted that they chose one of her paintings for the cover. For copies 
of her book here is the link: www.froghollowpress.com. 

JENNIFER LOVEGROVE: BookThug invites you to celebrate the launch of Jennifer 
LoveGrove’s eagerly-anticipated new poetry collection Beautiful Children with Pet 

Foxes. She will be joined by special guests Canisia Lubrin and Shannon Bramer, who 
will preview their fall 2017 poetry books. Tuesday, March 28, 2017 at 7pm at 
Supermarket Restaurant and Bar (268 Augusta Ave, Toronto, ON). 
https://jenniferlovegrove.wordpress.com/ 

MICHELINE MAYLOR, Calgary Poet Laureate of Calgary, launches Little Wildheart 
on April 5th at Memorial Park Library in Calgary. 7:00 pm. http://michelinemaylor.com/ 

SUSAN McCASLIN hosted (as moderator) “A Reading and a Conversation on the 
Presence of the Divine in Poetry: Being Here,” with Ted Blodgett & Tim Lilburn, Visual 
Space Gallery, 3352 Dunbar St., Vancouver, Fri. Feb. 10, 2017, 7:30-9:30 pm. Audio 
Recording: Being Here – recordings  She also offered a public talk and power point 
presentation to the Langley Heritage Society on Feb. 28 on the Han Shan Poetry Project, 
a successful union of poetry and activism she initiated in 2012 to help save an old, 
ecologically diverse forest in Glen Valley, Langley. Also a poem from her volume The 

Disarmed Heart (The St. Thomas Poetry Series), was posted and audio-recorded on 
Vallum Magazine’s blog page, Mon. Feb. 20: https://vallum.wordpress.com/ Her 
upcoming volume, Into the Open: New and Selected Poems, will be published by Inanna 
Publications in October of 2017 when Susan will be touring with the book. Additionally, 
a collaborative volume of creative non-fiction done with fellow poet J.S. Porter on the 
contemplative writer Thomas’ Merton’s treatment of the divine and human feminine, 
titled Thomas Merton Superabundantly Alive, has recently been accepted for publication 
through Wood Lake Books (Kelowna, BC) for publication in the Fall of 2018. 
http://www.oolichan.com/author-susan-mccaslin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



http://www.calgaryspokenwordfestival.com/festival 

 

Calgary Spoken Word Festival: Words & Music 

Saturday April 22-25, 2017 

Event 1: Workshop—Making & Unmaking Metaphor 

—with poet Lorna Crozier  

Saturday, April 22  
10:00 am-2:00pm - $50 ($30 for Writers Guild of Alberta  Members) Hotel Arts, 119 12 
Ave SW 

Event 2: Wild Women & Friends 

Sunday, April 23 7:00 PM - $15 Festival Hall, 1215 10th Ave SE  Presented with: 
Woolf’s Voices (Adrienne Adams)  

MC: Aritha van Herk Adrienne Adams  Cobra Collins Afua Cooper Lorna Crozier Julie 
Trimingham  Sheri-D Wilson 

Event 3: Off the Charts 

Monday, April 24 7:00 PM - $15 Festival Hall, 1215 10th Ave SE MC: Micheline 
Maylor The Mighty Mike McGee Mary Pinkoski Andre Prefontaine Shaf  Sheri-D 
Wilson The Sadlier-Brown Band  

Event 4: Ink Spot Slam & Open Mic Tuesday, April 25 8:00 PM - $5 (at the door) 
The Unicorn Super Pub - Celtic Cellar (downstairs)  

 
 
 
 



In their own words, Wherever I Find Myself holds the diverse and personal 
stories by authors of all types of ethnicities and intersecting identities. Come 
join us for the Vancouver launch on Tuesday, April 4, 2017 at 7 PM in the 

Vancouver Public Library's Alice MacKay Room. Caitlin Press was 
established in 1977 by League member Carolyn Zonailo as a feminist 
literary press. In the 1980s, Caitlin Press expanded its mandate to that of a 
BC literary press. In March 2008, Vici Johnstone of Halfmoon Bay 
purchased the press. Under her direction, Caitlin Press continues to publish 
books that reflect the diverse cultures, histories and concerns of BC, 
bridging the gap between the urban and the rural. Caitlin also remains 
committed to its feminist origins by publishing bold works by and about BC 
women for a local and national readership. In 2016, Caitlin Press 
launched Dagger Editions, dedicated solely to publishing literary fiction, 

non-fiction and poetry by and about queer women (those who identify 

as queer women, including trans women, or include this in their 

personal history). 
 

http://roommagazine.com/poetry Contest Calendar 

Short Forms | Open October 15 - January 15 
Creative Non-Fiction | Open December 1 - March 22 
Fiction & Poetry | Open April 15 - July 15 
Cover Art | Open September 1 - November 30 

 

 

 

 
 



Review of Average Height of Flight, by Beth Kope (Halfmoon 

B.C.: Caitlin Press, 2015) 96 pp. paper 

 

The cover art is by Chris Maynard, author of Feathers, Form and 

Function. 
 
In part I “Land (of Domestica)” the poet displays the minimalism 
of “This is a true story / Hope hops among us (“God is a Rabbit”); 
“Following Nose of Dog Path”, a longish poem in nine segments, 
in I “Thetis Lake Loop” then 2. “Lone Tree” personifying the path 
which “splits like snarled capillaries”; the scansion of 3. “From 

Munn’s To Millstream”” can be read from top to bottom, “cedar.”/ “crisscross path.”/ 
loose tones.”/ “cedar” (p. 13); the kenning of 5. “Short Cut Off McKenzie Creek Trail 
“behindinfronttotheside” and “thornyknotted”. In 6. “Muir Creek Trail”, she pairs “the 
mud / the sand” along with “flat stones / rounds  ones”. She plays with the syntax of 
“leaf” and “leaves” (as noun and verb) in 7. “Francis King”. A “sly wet root” both slides 
and skids in 8. Craigflower Creek to Prior”. 7., 8., and 9 return to minimalist stances. The 
half or near rhyme of “feathers” and “tether” (“Carcass on the Beach”)The balletic 
comparison extends to “stretch en pointe”. Sublimation with a dearth of touch (“Friend’s 
Funeral”). The freedom of adolescence long gone (“To the House of Wooden Flowers”, 
an ode.) A forecast is not of weather but of the future. She feels four-legged (“Dog 
Tribe”). The metaphor of music associated with pigeons, through “a practice session of 
scales in migration.” (p. 25) She is carried aloft. (“Vantage”) She seeks the truth of deer 
in leap and the time is “of dusk entre chien et loup”. (p. 27)Words are “written in black 
feather.” (“Translation Ravenspeak”) She admits “Stroke is not a gentle word”, due to her 
“glissade of urgent balance.” (“When Solace Admits Nothing”, p. 29) “Seymour Hill” is 
another longish poem, beginning 1. “At the Top” with “an unravelling line of feather”. 
Her visceral experiences “lick this evening”. An act of magical conjuring in 2. “Coming 
Down”; “land guzzling” in 3. “At the Base”. The language of birds, “your scale of glottal 
sobs” in “Dialect”, p. 33) A winter park reminds her of “an infrastructure of ease.” (“If 
Only This November”, p. 34) 
 
In part II “Lift” the “Quest” begins with an abstraction of “Hunger rides piggyback.” (p. 
36) and demonstrates how the persona of the poet dissolves into the natural scene. Her 
father is imagined as dead and buried, with flowers “open-mouthed across his chest.” 
(“Trailing Enchantment”, p. 37) A “slink mink” prefaces a series of lines which scan up 
and down as well as across the page. (“Mink Vignettes”) “Suite Despair” in 1. suggests 
what is missing and an inversion “When home is not.” In 2. “Rewriting”, the text is 
actively under erasure and pertains to the italicized “and then she was gone”. In 3. 
“Chemo” a bucket list is foiled by the medical treatments which are compared with a 
cosmos or solar system, no fairy tale endings. “Hidden” and “Fallen” rely on imagism. 
A photographer dead in a snowstorm and she observes, “This is the scale white music 
plays.” (“In Scale of White”, p. 45) An adolescent rebellion requires interpretation. 
(“What My Teenager Tells Me”) A raven’s passing reminds her of her father’s death. 
(“To Hold Those Gone”) Experience is heightened by grief. (“The Evening Visitor”) 



Her sadness pursues her and one of the poetic combinations is: 
“tothetrailtothecarlockdoor.”(“Bargain”, p. 49) A dream of the fall and landing, celestial 
navigation, measurement with tape or compass, “As the crow flies, / To the moon.” 
However the destination is always, “The dead wait on distant shores.” (‘Meditations on 
Distance”, p. 50) This section closes with “My Aging Dog”, a melancholy comparison 
between “The Last time” and “The first time”.  
 
Part III “A(loft)” plays with “loft” and “aloft” noun and adjective. The first poem about 
the tides and with alliteration “slick algae sheen, stranded starfish” can be read forwards 
and backwards. She opines, “Thanks be to dog” a psalm for the animal’s geography of 
scent and the spell of seasons through her sight. In “Score of the Land”, she uses “no” 
with “nor” and not”. Unremarkable markers are “unmarking”. An unnamed is also 
“untouched”. One and two storeys high from her watchtower, “bearded” cedars are in 
turn “bereaved”. This is a golf game in the making, reshaping the wilderness for our 
pleasure and sport. A language of “disuse” shifts “to find anything they would use” 
(“Nesting”, p. 57) Hands are less dexterous than beaks. Eggs can be “ovoid and elliptic”, 
blue or green. A webcam disturbs and a nest gives way. (“Nests”) Dinner conversation 
around the family table turns to crows of “endless family / clans”. (p. 60) When a 
machine breaks down, “there is the sadness” but the comparison is with her own losses.  
(“Everything Costs”, p. 61) A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush for this pattern or 
shaped poem. (“Bird in Bush: Thou Sayest”, p. 62) “Zen of Drops” is composed of 
apostrophes. The “humbuzzing” (“Prediction”) A “bone lock” between observer and 
observed is described as a combination locking mechanism. (“Saanich Bucks Entangled”) 
Typing at so many words per minutes is transposed in “Fools for Spring”, about lust, 
humping, “lusty ballerinas”, Nijinsky in Montreal. An owl indicates “its swoop of 
certainty”. (“Solstice Owls”, p. 67) Ravenspeak is desirable, (“Icon”) The “Good Dog 
Path” brings the topic to its core with coined words, “owlsplurge”, “minktrip”, 
“courgarline”, and “ravenspeak”. (p. 69) 
 
Part IV “A(Light)” similarly offers verb, adjective, and noun. “Road Trip” is a journey in 
three segments. 1. “Wire Pass, Arizona” the unfamiliar is “Deep in, the sky’s iris”. There 
are alcove, talus, petroglyph. Even the heat is “shredding” and rock “bleeds red”. (p. 72) 
In 2. “Further”, each stanza is an independent “three line poem” akin to the concentration 
of haiku. In 3. “Driving Through” the verbs are of motion and in action with adjectival 
phrases, a metaphor for wind. “Bonfire” alludes to “Driftwood”, a poem by Michael 
Crummey. A three-day fire is associated with piling wood into the shape of a pyramid. 
The fire displays “conviction / and galloping pace”. (p. 76) A funeral reveal the dearly 
departed’s possessions and the central role of light. (“Flashlight Collection”) The 
alliteration of “dipping”, “dip” and dunk”; “deep” and “drop-offs” in “Foreign Travel” 
adds to the examination of “Tree speech translatable”. So also: “Clean clouds”, 
“wallowed weight”, the meaning of which “scuttles out of sight.” (“Tent Sleep”, p. 79)  
A trilogy of “Crossing the Cutline” she shares “its fragile scent” with the reader in 1. in 2 
she continues her walk, bird wings can “spell”, “hold on”, and then “release”. (p. 81) In 
3. “an exposed spine, flanked by forest” is what she describes. Insects appear “slightly 
disheveled.” (p. 82) Geese distress calls lure her closer. (“What the Geese Knew”) The 
poet identifies with the “she” caught by the cougar. The title poem is a comparison 



exercise without the input of statisticians. Her own equation reads “distance + 
horizon=elevation”. (p. 84) Of “One Stone” there are many uses and she senses “this 
sweet swaying perfume.” (“Blackberry / Stain”, p. 86) The recurring theme of “Dogdom” 
in five parts concludes the collection. She identifies with “feral fur”. Hair decomposed. A 
ghost, “you wanted out”. A sense of loss can “sprint / like wind”. Finally, the poet 
attributes the crossing between life to the underworld of death with “How I want you at 
my feet / waiting for me when I die.”  
 
reviewed by Anne Burke 

 

 
author photo http://www.leafpress.ca/Beth-
Kope/Falling-Season.htm 
 
Kope lived in Alberta, Quebec City, and Australia 
before moving to Victoria. Her first poetry book was 
Falling Season (Leaf Press, 2010) a narrative about 
her mother’s Lewy body dementia. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
cover scan http://www.leafpress.ca/Beth-Kope/Falling-Season.htm 
 
Review of Falling Season by Beth Kope (Lantzville, B.C.: Leaf 

Press, 2010) 68 pp. paper. 

 
The “Postscript” deals with the form of dementia which 
encompassed hallucinations and paranoia in her mother’s case of 
Lewy Body. The documentary element in “From My Notes on Lewy 
Body” challenges the academic or medical discourse of symptoms, 
prognosis, treatment, with the anger, fear, and depression of the real, 

utterly shattering human impact. Scansion breaks up a linear reading with sprawling, 
wrap around poetic line, as “this is an evil disease”. (p. 33) 
 
After her death, Kope says she discovered a black and white photograph of her mother. 
The facial portrait has been added “Lois Elaine, 1949” as an insert but affixed to a blank 
page, before the poetry texts. This serves to allow the reader to share in the experience, 
“she was looking down, but aware of the camera, softly smiling, showing her romantic 
spirit, and I recognized this girl, not having seen her before. I do.” The poet indicates in 
her “Postscript” the ultimate in  “Unrestrained anger. Unrestrained love.” (p. 67) In the 
biographical note “About the Author”, we learn that Kope collaborated on a play based 
on Falling Season. “Wherever she has gone, she has found a lake to swim in.” (p. 68) 
 



Since the manuscript was based on the narrative of her mother’s illness and the symptoms 
were described as fluid, fluctuating from day to day, “What tripped me?” is a latticework 
of language. There are companion poems, “Uncharted I, II, “; “Escape Route I, II”; “This 
House of Remnants I, II”.  The focus point is uncertain, without proper coordinates. 
Memory lost, her body drawn to the river and/or “Rocks fill her mouth”. (p. 12) No I.D. 
(“Identity Theft”) The Daily Word is a hapless prayer. A woman unraveled. (p. 50) 
 
The poet makes much of the stream of consciousness (or sub-consciousness) either 
imagined or documented throughout the collection. In “wordstream”, the typography of 
an exchange of conversation appears in bold font to indicate the lucid, placating tone of 
the caregiver, in contrast with the chaotic, even incoherent discourse of the patient. (p. 
51) The breath pause rules with incremental repetition. (“In Your Tongue, Mother”) Both 
“It Comes to This” and “What  Colour   Uncertainty?” depict the dissolution of a 
personality, a human being, whether of the patient or her daughter through observation. 
 
“What tripped me?” is the opening and the rejoinder or half-reply reads “No,/ your/ 
eyes.” The centre cannot hold with discordant and disconnected phrases. “Rear View 
Religion” groups one, two, and three poetic lines, set off by underscores between them. 
“Otherworld” is centre-justified and is replete with water imagery to indicate the depths 
of “a woman drowning”, she appears as a silver fish, covered in scales, which needs to be 
baited and caught, and the speaker regrets “the water’s / curtain between [us]”. (p. 52) 
 
The childlike boogie man reappears in the patient’s bedroom. He can be blamed for 
missing or mislaid items. (“That Little Man”) More is “Lost” with a capital letter. Sibling 
rivalry is stoked. Communication reduced to telephoning. (“Mothering”, p. 15) Roots are 
torn up amid rampant destruction. (“Falling Season”, p. 16) Naming fails and there is a 
family history of this medical condition. (“In the Moments We Know”) The persona of 
the poet realizes “I can’t fix     this”, the more so “me, standing helpless, knowing / no 
rescue.” (p. 17) “Spirit-catcher”, a poem by Erin Mouré, is a prompt for “Unravelling”, 
truly “Sometimes a word is too small / to hold all e ask of it.” (p. 20) Weeds are 
personified as holding “tightly / so tightly” (unlike the forest of trees uprooted). 
However, the comparison is made with her own tension, release is only possible “when 
my fists unclench”. (p. 20)  
 
In better times, mornings are “tenuous”, demonstrating her domestic skills. (“Mummy 
Builds Her Dream Home”, p. 21) “Black onyx known / to absorb grief.” (“Ring Finger”, 
p. 24) A sister’s memory contradicts, “But / there is no proof”. (“Allow to Be 
Unresolved”, p. 23) An adopted child feels unloved and overburdened. (“Chosen”) A 
failed marriage and petty family grievances arise. (“Past Imperfect”) Dented furniture 
represents emotional damage. (“Coffee Table”) An epistolary apology (“Relics”) A poem 
by Carolyn Forché inspires “The House Saw Everything”, an original response to 
“dismantling”. (p. 30) The doctor in a dementia hospital ward argues for the new reality. 
(“Hot Dinners”) Adults reduced to children (“The Men Who Feed Their Wives”) The 
poet uses the progressive tense of verbs to indicate ongoing, frenetic activity. (“Family 
Meeting for Lois at Lynwood”) “Flutter” portrays how off-balance “hearts falter”. (p. 36)  



Indeed, “Watching this disease lynch her– / criminal”. (“My Mother Doesn’t Wear 
Green”, p. 37) A work-centred poem exposes a fictional or factual Alberta Hospital. (“It 
Was a Lovely Weekend Away”) The persona of the poet reverberates with false hopes: 
“Fix. Even pretend to fix” (p. 39)  
 
The symptoms of “sundowning, (a syndrome in which Alzheimer’s patients experience 
confusion and agitation when the sun goes down”), ritual/  gathering, paranoia, and 
delusions” (“Hot Dinners”, p. 31) are all readily apparent in “Days Go By ? My Mother 
Said:” a transcription of utterances and random thoughts which spans five pages. Each 
section offers a different and disparate layout of text or scansion to reinforce the mental 
symptoms and poignancy of this predicament for both the patient and her family member. 
The persona of the poet stands outside her own realm, in order to better portray the 
emotional wretchedness of her mother, and, by extension, her own ethical and moral 
challenges. Indeed, the poem “All About Loss.  And Nothing Else” contemplates painted 
self-portraits, “edgy”, and how “Your gallery fills” now “with grim diluted forms.” (p. 
46) “Shuffle” is a poem with text crowded at the very bottom of the page about a 
“Counterfeit mom” who shrinks into veritable oblivion. (. 47) The title suggests the 
movement with short sliding steps, without or barely lifting the feet.” There is also a 
random order, and the ability to act in a shifty or deceitful manner; equivocate. Note: that 
“mom  down hallway  sees daughter and returns” a bit of a cheat, misbehaving but caught 
in the act. 
 
Language has its failures and limitations. “Word wither”; “Word has fled”; even 
“evaporate”. The metaphysical conceit of “Memory is breath” is combined with “Words 
are breath on glass”, hence “breath has left no track” and “words no imprint”. (p. 48) A 
“To Do List” adds “Plum and Poems”, in part, to do with a recipe card, with the mother’s 
writing being indecipherable and hence “infuriating” to the daughter. (p. 55) The poet 
reflects on the woman “and all her lists” which continue to unravel. (p. 56) Collective 
memories are mixed with whole songs, even “flawless prayers” (“Redemption”, p. 58)  
A Hunter’s moon, a tattoo is branding, in a surrealist dreamlike state.(“Finland”) “This 
green Alberta lake” prompts a profusion of tactile memories. (“Water Wings”) The word 
“glide” is extended through motivated duplication of the vowel “i”. (p. 60) “Dress” and 
“Undress” are companion poems, revealing “she was what she once wore” (p. 64) about 
the act of cleaning her mother’s closet after her death. Then the daughter surveys her own 
closet, “That despair is the sheer raw blouse/ I wore all day yesterday.” (p. 65) 
 
Beth Kope has lived in Alberta, Quebec, Australia and finds herself at home in Victoria, 
B.C., along with two grown and independent daughters, her husband and lovely dogs. 
She has worked as a special education teacher with autistic adolescents and adults, as a 
researcher, volunteer coordinator, contract writer and now supports students at Camosun 
College. 
 
reviewed by Anne Burke 

 
 
 



Review of Closer to Where We Began, by Lisa Richter 

(Toronto: Tightrope Books, 2017) from proofsheets 

 

In “Inscription” there are images of “grounded commas” and 
“airborne dashes”, but some texts are “blacked out” or censored. 
The final line of the first poem forms the title, a cyclical 
approach. An allusion to Rilke’s Duino Elegies in Montreal on 
Milton Avenue, encountering her Doppelganger, a blood orange 
and embalming, paper surface of letters unmailed and notebooks; 
Belarus in Outremont, encoding bone, another life at the snake’s 
tail, her own at its open mouth (“Ouroboros”).  
 
The scene shifts to Tel Aviv, incorporating dialect, culture, and 

war. Memory aroused by old photos, St. Urbain, Mount Royal, in Montreal, ships enter 
the St. Lawrence seaway. Celestial maps of Big Dippers and Orion’s Belts, books like 
bodies with spines. Stories in “Disbelief”, “I am a Russian nesting doll”. The act of 
desertion appears from “sleep with the sea of you/ rocking in me” (inspired by Pablo 
Neruda’s “The Song of Despair”). a linen closet provides escape from an unsettled home. 
(“Safety Measures”) 
 
In part II a mountain peak signifies that words are reduced to fragments, syllables to dust. 
The second part with similar images shifts into a pattern or picture poem; a mountain’s 
mineral heart”; “thrust out” and “in”, posthumous but remains alive, a birth in reverse. 
(“The Miscreant Speaks”) Book bag is rip cord of a parachute for deployment, a poem 
about eviction, conviction, evisceration (“Hold and Press Eject”); a choke of stories. 
(“Khamsin”) Goldilocks in Gaza, Hebrew school, Biblical disarray of bodies, trespassing, 
(“The Intruders”) she riffs on Simon and Garfunkle with Bob Dylan lyrics (“Letter of 
Permission”). The intensity of composition, how “A sheet/ of paper scrapes/  against a 
pen. Words/ erase to clear the page." (“New Year’s Day”) In “After the Argument”, 
evisceration then disembowelment occurs. A city possesses “jagged veins”. A book 
spine, shelves of Plath, Miller, Nine, and Sartre, in Paris. An elegy with “cancer 
bloomed” for George Harrison. An “Outsiders” exhibit prompts how her parents “slipped 
into their true skins.” A midnight swim in Montfort, Quebec and a sense of resurrection. 
Her tattoos like cloud formations. “How to Write a Hanukkah Poem” involves “Snort 
lines off pages of the Talmud.” A sudden suicide ("All the Living He Has Left”), words a 
“Lava flow”. 
 
In part III “Unauthorized” the poet admits rebellion, an Israeli Jim Morrison, “the strokes 
of all the letters”, “secrets flap/ their woven tongues”, (“Transplant within Vancouver”); 
not a fear of age but an age of fear. (“To My New Grey Hairs”) An ode “To a Lump” 
about breast cancer, a contemplation after Robrt Bly, and Leonard Cohen (“Letter”); how 
Chagall would paint us, a dream or imagination (“She Comes Our of Church”). Snow and 
an A-frame, “that first snowy night”, astrology, missed opportunity (“Mirror Image") a 
lamentation. Helium head, absinthe, the ephrastic “Watermarked”, after J. M. W. Turner. 
 



See also exhibit at the Art Gallery of Ontario, Vancouver Art Gallery, and “After the 
Argument”. She is “Taking Stock” of ghosts without stories, a conversational dance; 
movements, thus “Tango Lesson” is transformed, “a breathing orchid, cupped flame”. An 
homage to Maurice Sendak, a children’s author; “Please Don’t Go”, “Blind Date” t-shirt, 
and territory, Gypsy jazz, “how much you loved poetry”; “the word moon”, born at 
Toronto Western Hospital. A Montreal boyhood (“Patrilineal”), another life in Poland, 
the refutation of “Women’s Libber”.  
 
The “Notes” provide for: Poetry Boot Camp, Hebrew terms, derogatory slang, cautions 
on the backs of photographs found at a yard sale; “Visceral Bodies” exhibition, 
"ultimateclassicrock" and Wikipedia. There are allusions to Robertson Davies’ Fifth 

Business, and graffiti in Kensington Market; Where the Wild Things Are, poetry homage 
based on Evelyn Lau, Kate Braid, Theodore Roethke, and others. 
 

photo http://tightropebooks.com/closer-to-where-we-began/  
 
Lisa Richter is a poet, writer, English as a Second Language 
teacher, and lifelong storyteller. Her poetry and non-fiction 
have been featured in numerous journals, both in print and 
online, including The Puritan, The Malahat Review, The 
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Review of Otolith, by Emily Nilson (Fredericton, NB: Goose 

Lane Editions, 2017) icehouse poetry series reviewed from 

proofs 

 

There are five sections of poems: “Fog”, “meanwhile”, 
“Intertidal”, Meanwhile”, and “Fog”. The title refers to earstones 
behind the brains of aging fish. There are three types, sagitta, 
asteriscus, and lapillus. All are composed of calcium and have to 
do with sound, hearing, and gravitational force.  

 
For “Fog”, there is more than one section with this heading, “Fog” 1 with companion 
poems “And What of the Fog” in four variations. At the outset, the word “fog” reappears 
playfully in almost every one of thirty-five lines, yoked with active verbs and dense 
adjectives throughout (p. 15) and in “And What of the Fog?” (1) this feature is visually 



and typographically associated with an extinct species of marine bird (p. 20) The poem 
hugs the bottom of the page, like a bottom feeder. In (2) there are only five lines, about 
evening, a simile of the eclipse. (p. 21) In 3) there are three lines and “it” being fog 
cannot be trapped. (p. 22) In 4) “it” brings on amnesia (instead of sleep), p. (23) The fifth 
and final section “Fog” contains six variations on “And What of the Fog”. See more 
below. 
 
“Pre-dawn Walk” (1) is the opening poem of the collection, night is personified as 
“drowned”, and a rhetorical question about “Who walks”, “Who skulks”, a shadow 
walker; the food chain of otter chews not only fish, but “gnawing winter”, sleep is 
ensnared. (p. 11) In addition, the phrase serves to title two other poems in “Intertidal”, the 
third section of the book. "Pre-dawn Walk" 2) contains two lines shifted to the bottom of 
the page (p. 41) "Pre-dawn Walk" 3) deals with middle class “used” books, items “on 
sale”, and “rotting” vegetables. Hardware shifts to barbershop, the bakery, the diner, even 
fish have “rugged routes”. (p. 42) 
 
“Intertidal” contains “Fragile Morning(s)”, of the Landlady, she seems bleak and conveys 
the persona of the poet “My silent immobility”. (p. 43) Following is “of the Couple 
Moored to the Dock Next Door”, “The argument long lost”. (p. 44) in only three lines. In 
“of the Farmhand Who Longs to Leave” she who is pushed, “Milk froth”. (p. 45) Then 
the scene (and titles) revert to “Fragile Evenings” – “of the Man in His Trawler” who 
watches a cassette of Northwest Passage, and who feels nostalgic. (p. 46) The conceit of 
Evening(s) changes to “Fragile Night”– “of the Hitchhiker from Up Island”, while the 
reciprocal relationship “Smack the land, the land // smacks back.” (p. 47) Time has 
shrunk to “Fragile Hour of Dementia” (p. 48) “the froth of his bird”. The poet composed 
three odes, in “An address to Dusk” (p.49-51)   
 
In the section “Meanwhile” there are contemplations, “You and I in the Endless” is an 
imagist poem based on visual elements, “unbundled” and “never-ending”, in apparent 
harmony with “hayfields”. (p. 29) “Earl Grey in Port Hardy” is loosely linked with the 
previous, in terms of definition by “no” phrasing, but more expansive in scope, “we float 
apart” (p. 30) “I Take a Glass of Scotch to Bed” is an attempted explanation, in medias 

res, “because” she draws a contrast between the living and the dying, activity and 
“stagnation”, low tide, and high, exploring “The parameters of data”. The water is 
personified as making the ultimate decisions (p. 31) In “in His Dreams”, the grandfather 
is identified, as expansive, amidst the sea, while the persona of the poet waits in a 
supermarket queue.(p. 34) In “I Have Started to Fold Things”, unwanted receipts form 
part of the paraphernalia or minutia, from the microcosm to the macrocosm, “light years 
away”. (p. 35) “My Lip Sits in a Petri Dish” a personified city wears a hard hat for its 
construction duties, then grows faster than a camp of refugees. (p.36-7) Another 
“Meanwhile” deals with airport Arrivals, an Alberta rancher, plastic-like styrofoam 
intrudes. However, concrete dams (similar with fish) possess gills, but are pre-
programmed.(p. 71) 
 
There are three odes or apostrophes to “Dusk”, the first a domestic scene of woman 
washing man’s shirt (a man whom she follows). (p. 49); the second, her laundry “lies 



limply on the line” (p. 50) She glimpses the reflection of a man. In the third, she is clearly 
alone. (p. 51) “Screef” is a long narrative poem about the theme of “Every camp has a 
legend.” (p. 53) The speaker tries on animal hides, antihistamines, pesticides, fungicides, 
epinephrine, and herbicides. More stories follow around the camp site. Saran Wrap is out 
of place. What there once was is juxtaposed with what will be.  
 
Time ultimately gives way to place, for example “On Day Eight” in the form of a pseudo-
log book, an exploration of the Arctic Circle. Birds die and then come back to life (the 
mythical phoenix) perhaps arising from the ashes. Walking backwards does not release us 
from time. (p. 65) “Midnight Sun” suggests the Northern Hemisphere too, when the poet 
reflects on her mother’s dysfunctional family. (p. 66) Day was divided in two, with a 
scythe, another time image. Speech bans death, for the moment, a foreign language 
prevails.  (p. 68) She describes trap as land “stitched together by river”. (“Little Stick 
Man with a Knife”, (p. 69) The animal pelts “droop on hooks”. She personifies the 
“iceberg” as able to “groan”. A river has a “tongue”. NASA, Radar, X-rays are as 
artificial as superheroes. (“Mouth of a River in Greenland”, p. 70) “Meanwhile” 
describes an IV, the retro virus, a porpoise returning  to shore (pp. 73-4).  
 
The final section of this collection revisits the symbol of “Fog”, with humpback whales 
“Return to the Coast”, “And What of the Fog?” (pp. 78-82) In “Burdwood Islands, the 
return journey reflects on “Ten Years Later” (p. 83) followed by a documentary found 
poem under erasure, “Directions to the Burdwoods Fish Farm”, now “Rogers. Scott, 
Personal Communication, an apparent business letterhead appropriated for poetics. (p. 
84) The title poem “Otolith” is an unassuming salmon return, its aquatic travel, along 
with sound waves, a volcanic core. (p. 85) “Meanwhile” alludes to “the Anchorage”, a 
yacht party. The concluding line of “And What of the Fog?” is also the final line of the 
collection: “It wants us to stay”. (p. 87). 

 https://news.ok.ubc.ca/2014/09/03/ubc-poet-long-listed-
for-annual-cbc-poetry-prize/ 
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